CLAP – 2 Paragraphs + Full Outline 

2 paragraphs Writing Portion:  25 points 
Discuss one of your essential topics and develop into 2 body paragraphs.  This can be for any part of your thesis (doesn’t have to be what you’d start the paper with).
Include PSQs from both novels and SSQs from at least 2 secondary sources.  
	Scoring:  These are evaluated holistically based on the included rubric.  

Full Outline 

Purpose:  To fully outline thesis to present a developed, cohesive argument.  All crucial-textual-support from novels is included to appropriately + fully represent the novels and criticism of them.

Steps:  

Save this to your computer under a new name:  CLAP essay FULL outline
Make sure you have your Working Outline in front of you with conference comments visible.  
Make sure you reorganize any information on that before doing anything else.
Start to create paragraphs.  
Return to Document and input information.
	When inserting all evidence (PSQs and SSQs/narrative details, make sure they are cited correctly.  You need SSQs from 5 different sources.
Provide analysis (this can be based on/build off of the annotation you put in your cards…) for each piece of evidence.
Re-evaluate paragraphing based on seeming length and break apart where needed. 
Return to topic sentences and what you’re really saying in each paragraph and tweak where needed!
Proofread/make sure you’ve included all thesis topics. 
Step 4 - Extra info:  An idea to create paragraphs (but not the only way)

Go back to your Evidence notecards:
	Looking at the piles/order of your cards, separate these into smaller piles based on subtopic/categories
	On another notecard, write a topic sentence that covers the stack of cards
	If you can’t figure out the focus, then you likely need to create more piles/paragraphs/topic sentences!  









Full Outline Template
IT MUST HAVE
Preliminary title of work:  
	It should not be The CLAP or the Breakfast at Tiffany’s essay. It should reflect the content and message of your piece.  This is true for all titles.
 Intro:  TAG, basic background info to set up discussion, ends with revised thesis

Body paragraphs purposefully designed with 
	Preliminary topic Sentence/ Statement of “argument” (what you’ll discuss/demonstrate within this specific paragraph and with clear connections to your thesis) 

Supporting evidence (PSQs, SSQs, PPs, NDs)
	Quotes with proper citation
	**Be aware of how often you’re using SSQs – we want loads of them!
	Synthesis: When appropriate, explain how this information connects to the other text
Optional:  Analysis (explain why/how this info supports argument and connects to thesis) 
Repeat this for as many topics/paragraphs you need.
Remember, all full outlines should show attention to comments made about Working Outline


Conclusion (Optional)
Briefly summarizes major points
Makes connection to the larger lesson or meaning of the work

Extras 
	This is the place you put anything you cannot quite figure out where to put but you know you want to keep somehow.  
	This is also a place to put notes to me!



*Your full outline will likely be as long as or longer than your essay.  


Full Outline Scoring:  Please hand this in with your outline!!!

First:  This outline will not be assessed if 1) clear effort not shown to make revisions based on comments/suggestions on the originally submitted Working Outline, 2) if it’s clear that there are huge gaps in support of the thesis, or 3) there is no sense of organization

Thesis Development (10 pts)
Included material fully outlines thesis to present a developed, cohesive argument.  All crucial-textual-support from novels is included to appropriately + fully represent the novels

Topic Sentences: 10 possible pts   
Clearly connect to thesis and capture the topic of the paragraph 
All have topics and connect well = 9-10	Most connect well= 7-8 pts    Missing/Do not connect   0-5

Primary Evidence: 10 pts
A +  10
Exceptional development of thesis; election of details allows author to be both thorough and to the point regarding all thesis points.
Exceptional organization of thesis; clear thought given to ordering, paragraphing, and overall structure to present the most cohesive argument

A/ A-  9-9.5
Thorough development of thesis; all thesis topics addressed and conveys an understanding and discussion of the full scope of the novels as appropriate to thesis

B = 8-8.5
Thesis development and arguments may convey familiarity with the texts, but may not demonstrate thorough examination/exploration of its connections to thesis 

C = 7.5
All thesis topics are addressed but may not be developed thoroughly as necessary

D = 6.0
Not all thesis topics are addressed (and therefore thesis isn’t developed)
Material presented from the novels may be at times disordered, inaccurate, misapplied, contradictory, or contain misreading, leading to incoherent discussion

Secondary Evidence: 10 pts    

A+ = 10 pts
B = 8 pts
C/D = 6-7 pts
E = 0-5 pts
	Cited from 5 different sources  

Ample evidence throughout to support thesis   
All quotations have accurate citations 
Cited from 5 different sources
Has evidence but needs more consistently throughout
All quotations have accurate citations
Cited from 4 or 3  different sources 
Some topics are not well-supported by research 
	Multiple topics are unsupported  
Failure to use more than 3 sources

Synthesis: 10 pts    
Contains consistent, systematic synthesis/connections between the books (more than just a paragraph) 
Makes every effort to find connections 9-10	Has some good points 7-8		Lacking/Weak 0-5

_____/50

Advanced
Does not meet expectations
Intro
Intro is artful; includes TAG, and a clear, complex thesis (TS); has enticing presentation of textual details to introduce the overall argument and point.
Intro is merely a placeholder; no attempt at previewing ideas or narrowing to thesis (TS). More background needed. May or may not have a hook.
Organization

	Maintains an organizational structure that intentionally and effectively enhances the TS. 

Logical presentation and development of the “big picture” reasoning of the argument.  
All paragraphs have strong topic sentences (TPS) that seamlessly guide the reader through the argument.
Attention is given to size and organization of paragraphs
	Lacks organization/controlled structure and does not follow the order suggested by TS.  
Consistent absence of clear TPSs.  
	Supporting paragraphs disorganized within paragraphs
No attention to sizing/breakdown of paragraphs
Thesis Development 
via PSQs and Analysis

PSQ selection 
	accurately and effectively presents thorough, detailed, important details from the texts to effectively support and develop the controlling idea or claim.  
	Both texts’ critical-to-thesis info is thoroughly represented.
	Context consistently provides necessary background details to make DQs connect to and support point. 



Analysis of PSQs
	is thoughtful & represents exceptional thinking/reading to tie to the point/thesis.  
	evaluates significance of DQ with appropriate literary terminology.  
	clearly synthesizes idea with other ideas to make a clarifying connection that illuminates argument and adds depth to reasoning.

PSQ selection 
	DQs lack connections or relevance to the TS/purpose of the prompt.  
May be missing crucial evidence/large sections of texts in support of TS  

DQs exist in isolation without contextualizing detail.
	Talks about the thesis topics without actually proving them with quoted evidence.

Analysis of PSQs
	Analysis is limited and needs to be developed.  
	May have too many references to the text without insight/synthesis. 
	Makes no connections or makes a connection that is irrelevant to argument or claim.

Thesis Development 
via SSQs and Analysis

SSQ selection 
	choices offer deep/rich content to extend the argument.  
	placement is purposeful and optimizes the effectiveness of the SSQ.  



Analysis of SSQs
	when needed, analysis of the SSQ accurately and thoroughly explains how the SSQ content builds on/extends the argument being made and relates back to thesis. 

**remember that sometimes the SSQ IS the analysis, in which case you should not double analyze
SSQ selection 
	choices are mostly plot summary. 

choices consistently include PSQs 
	placement is haphazard/ineffective which confuses the argument

Analysis of SSQs
	is absent, perhaps putting SSQs back to back with other DQs

“analysis” just merely restates the source’s claim.  

DQs In General
	The embedding strategies employed are artful and fluent; all have appropriate punctuation and active word choice
	When evidence (PSQs/SSQs) is used, embedded quotations enhance quality, not quantity.
	Balance personal opinion, PSQs, and SSQs in support of TS.
	DQs consistently not embedded or done incorrectly

DQs seem to be included just for placeholders
Problematic imbalance of evidence:  too many of one type
Synthesis + Thoroughness
	Synthesizes and connects ideas, both within & between novels, to present insightful, unique, & meaningful final message 


	Argument/analysis addresses all components of the thesis and fully represents texts in connection to thesis

Minimal to no synthesis between or within novels.  Essentially two separate essays.

In this case, the paper will be returned without being read; you must revise with associated late penalty.

Conclusion paragraph includes fresh summation and interpretation of major essay points (not just a basic recap)
Conclusion may be missing or disconnected from paper or repeat of intro; may include thesis verbatim.
Conventions/ Proofreading
Though not perfect, writing should be relatively free from errors of mechanics: grammar, punctuation, spelling, and usage. No superfluous sophistry.  Maintains well-developed command of conventions. Response includes language and tone consistently appropriate to the audience, purpose, and specific requirements of the prompt. 
Consistent pattern of errors in grammar, punctuation, spelling, usage. Shows no attempt at personal proofreading.



Bonus Awesomeness:  Presented the argument in a unique, sophisticated way. Shows elements of style generally manifested through more elevated diction and syntax; writing is controlled.  Made me THINK.
Writer fails to address previous comments/needed revisions offered by teacher.  The maximum it can receive is a D


